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Introduction
The Sri Lanka One-Text Process space was designed to facilitate dialogue and stimulate the exchange of ideas based on a One-Text Process.

All content in this space is highly confidential. By participating in this space, members agree not to disseminate any information contained herein, electronically or by print.
How will radical transparency & pervasive technology impact closed door, high-level negotiations? What is the future of Chatham House Rule?
How will millions of lifestreams, freely accessible on the web, impact in real time negotiations around identity & resources? How will lifestreams from negotiations impact fragile societies?
Beyond lib-dem, Judeo-Christian frameworks. What will it mean for digital natives & entrenchment of outcomes?
big data for context

Beyond the event driven, underlying drivers of peace & violent conflict
Signal vs. noise

How do recognise what's important?
Weaponisation of social media

You cannot embrace the positive without planning for the negative
Thank you